True/False Questions

Notice the ease in which you can set up a new True/False question. On the right side of the page you will view it as a student will view it when taking the quiz.

Multiple Choice Questions

Now you can choose the correct answer with only a check box instead of having to add the 100 to the middle of the question. And to remove a box, just click on the X at the end. You can also randomize the answers here.
If you wish to add feedback, a hint, or custom weights, you can choose the options at the top.

Long Answer Questions

Type in the question. If students will need the HTML editor to highlight, bold, add a quicklink, or any other thing they can do with the HTML editor. You can add it by placing a check mark in the box.
With the options here, you can determine how much you wish for the student to write. Under the **Custom Response Box Size** you will see “Default size, about a paragraph”, “A bit shorter, just a sentence”, and “Much longer, expecting an essay”. You can also add an **Answer Key**.

**Short Answer Questions**

The short answer will eventually take the place of the fill-in-the-blank questions. Multiple boxes can be added for multiple blanks. Instructors can even determine how the students will be graded. You can select “students to receive part marks (0.5 pts per blank)” or “Student must
answer all blanks correctly”. Under the Options, Instructors can also add Feedback, add a Hint, or add a short description.

There is a box that may appear that will ask if you wish to turn off the New Question Creation Experience. If you choose Turn it off, you will have to give a reason for why you do not wish to use this new experience.

** Note: This will be directed back the D2L. USG nor Armstrong will be made aware of this. And if you choose to Turn it off, it will keep popping back up until you Leave it on.